STINKNET INVASIVE WEED!

Stinknet is a new invasive weed spreading in Arizona

- Stinknet grows in the winter and flowers in late winter through spring
- Stinknet dies in summer, leaving behind dried brush covered with seeds
- Stinknet seed is tiny and lightweight, easily moved on clothing, pets, and vehicles
- Dried stinknet can fuel wildfires
- Some people experience dermatitis or respiratory allergies from stinknet
- Stinknet is common in the Phoenix area, help stop its spread across Arizona!
- Stinknet is native to South Africa. It is a weed in California and elsewhere

What you can do:

Stinknet can be killed by many kinds of herbicide – always follow label instructions

Stinknet is easiest eliminated when it is young

Stop stinknet before it makes seed!

Consider pulling, weed-whacking, or hoeing stinknet seedlings, but stop if you experience allergy symptoms
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